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Why should I test in Production?

How do others test in Production 
already?

What to do to tackle common 
contraints?

How do I start testing in Production?

Starring...



A staging environment is designed  

to duplicate production so you  
can test your software in a  

production-like environment to  
prohibit bugs from occuring  

in your actual Production.



We invest a lot of time and  

money in our staging environment: 

We need additional production- 
grade hardware and more  

software licences.

We have aditional maintenance  
costs for patches or updates.





Different Hardware  

Different Server Setup  
Different Software Versions 

Different Application  
Different neighboring Systems

A staging environment is  
never a Duplication of Production



You and your users have the same patch levels

You have the best test data available

Your neihboring systems are (almost) never down

Every problem you find is a problem your users are 
facing right now

There is a place where...





Your Production Environment



Give your software to a  
group of end users and have  

them interact with it.  
Then watch what they do and  

listen to their feedback.



Give your software to a  
group of end users and have  

them interact with it.  
Then watch what they do and  

listen to their feedback:

Dogfooding
Beta-Testing

A/B-Testing



„Sufficiently Advanced  
Monitoring is indistinguishable

from Testing.“
           - Ed Keys, Google, 2009





1 hour

successful logins
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Deployed means the new code

has been put on Production. 

Released means the new code  
is affecting end users.







Alert! Condition: Red!
I can‘t possibly test in 

Production!





If I can use a Feature in Production then so can 
the user!



Feature Toggle

new
toggle

old



if(isTestUser()) { 
    newFeature(); 
} else { 
    oldFeature(); 
}

Feature Toggle



Feature Toggle



Feature Toggle





I will break our Production!



Breaking Production



Adopt technical resilience

Breaking Production



Adopt technical resilience
Adopt business resilience

Breaking Production



Adopt technical resilience
Adopt business resilience
Alert on your Monitoring

Breaking Production



Adopt technical resilience
Adopt business resilience
Alert on your Monitoring

Breaking Production

Reduce mean time to repair





My test data will screw up our analytics!



Analytics



Evaluate statistical significance

Analytics



Evaluate statistical significance

Flag / Seperate test data

Analytics



Evaluate statistical significance

Flag / Seperate test data

Use feature toggles

Analytics





Get into the right mindset

Pick one(!) thing to move forward

Find out what you are already doing

Widen your activities at a steady rate

Pick a new thing

How to move testing to Production



Alert! Condition: Red!
Testing in Production is a 

huge risk!



If only there was  
a way to know about risk ...



Test It!



„F}}k Staging,  
Test in Production.“

Charity Majors, Honeycomb.io, 2018
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